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Self-interstitials in V and Mo
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We report an extensiveab initio study of self-interstitials in V and Mo. Contrary to the widely accepted
picture, the^111& dumbbell is found to be the most stable structure. The activated state for migration is the
crowdion configuration, with an extremely low barrier (;0.01 eV), suggesting 1d ~one-dimensional! diffusion
at low temperatures and 3d diffusion at high temperature. In the case of Mo, the energy landscape between the
^111& and ^110& dumbbells is very shallow. Predicted migration energies and self-interstitial structures are
consistent with experiment.
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Although self-interstitials are relatively rare in meta
compared with vacancies under normal conditions, they
both plentiful and of prime importance in high-energy rad
tion environments1 and in ion implantation.2 For example,
displacement cascades that form when high-energy neut
impinge on metallic components of nuclear reactors prod
large densities of vacancies and self-interstitials. The lo
time evolution of point defects into voids and clusters c
embrittle these components and limit useful lifetimes.3,4 Fu-
sion reactor systems, under development, will be constru
of low-activation materials, such as vanadium alloys, ferr
steels or silicon carbide and the evolution of radiation da
age in these materials is central to the feasibility of th
systems.

Fundamental properties of self-interstitials in metals
cluding the equilibrium structure and the migration barri
are usually inferred from indirect measurements on irradia
samples.5 However, the pairing or clustering of defects
high defect densities frequently obscures the interpretatio
experimental data.1 On the other hand, theoretical studies
self-interstitials have usually been performed using empir
potentials. Unfortunately, atomistic simulations based up
different empirical potentials yield widely disparate pred
tions for self-interstitials in body-centered cubic~bcc!
metals.6–8 While ab initio calculations can, in principle, al
leviate this uncertainty, such calculations of interstitial pro
erties have been very rare.9 This is, in part, because atom
atom separations in the vicinity of interstitials are sm
compared with the equilibrium interatomic distance and v
large simulation cells are required to account for the acco
panying large relaxations.

In this communication, we report an extensiveab initio
investigation of self-interstitials in bcc transition metals. W
chose two representative elements for our study of s
interstitial structures, formation energies, and migration b
riers: V for its aforementioned technological importance a
Mo which is better characterized experimentally. Our resu
provide evidence for equilibrium interstitial configuration
and migration mechanisms that are at variance with cur
understanding, but yet consistent with the extant experim
tal data. Additionally, our results provide experimentally i
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accessible fundamental data required to fit empirical pot
tials appropriate for large-scale molecular dynam
simulation of radiation damage.

We adopt the ultrasoft pseudopotential formalism10 based
on density functional theory11 and the GGA12 for the ex-
change and correlation energies. One difficulty that we
dress is the highly compressed atomic bonding in the c
region of the interstitial: bond lengths are shorter than in
bulk by as much as 15%. Such short distances between
oms can be correctly described by pseudopotentials w
good transferability. The transferability is dictated, in lar
part, by whether semicore~SC! shells are frozen or deter
mined variationally. Treating the SC shell as valence el
trons guarantees the transferability to highly compres
systems13 but also doubles the number of electrons to
explicitly described, thereby severely limiting the size of t
supercell. We test the transferability of the pseudopoten
without SC states by comparing the results with those ca
lated with SC pseudopotentials.

A cutoff energy of 30 Ry is used for the plane-wave ba
to achieve convergence of the crystalline energy to wit
0.05 eV/atom, except for the SC pseudopotential of V wh
40 Ry is used to achieve the same level of convergence.
cold-smearing scheme14 with a 0.2 eV width is used for
broadening the density of states. In all calculations we re
the atomic positions until the Hellmann-Feynman forces
less than 531022 eV/Å. In relaxing lattice vectors, dampe
cell dynamics15 are used to ensure that each componen
the stress tensor is less than 531024 eV/Å3. As a simple
test, we compare the equilibrium lattice constant and
bulk modulus with the experimental values, as well as
results of all-electron calculations. As shown in Table I, t
overall agreement is very good for both type of pseudo
tentials although the SC pseudopotential is somewhat be

To test the transferability of the pseudopotential witho
SC states to the low symmetry, short-bond situation~typical
of split interstitials!, we explicitly compare the self-
interstitial formation energy (EI

f) for the^111&-dumbbell and
^110&-dumbbell configurations in Fig. 1 on 33333 simple-
cubic supercells with both SC and non-SC pseudopotent
The EI

f is determined from
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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TABLE I. Comparison of the equilibrium lattice constant (a0) and bulk modulus (B). The valence
configurations are (3s23p6)4s24p03d3 and (4p6)5s15p04d5 for V and Mo, respectively, with parenthes
indicating semicore~SC! states. The all-electron results are obtained with FLAPW and FP-LMTO metho
V ~Ref. 16! and Mo ~Ref. 17!, respectively.

V Mo

a0(Å) B(GPa) a0(Å) B(GPa)

Pseudopotential~non-SC! 2.99 192 3.13 243
Pseudopotential~SC! 3.00 182 3.15 257
All electron ~Refs. 16 and 17! 3.00 178 3.16 259
Expt. ~Ref. 18! 3.02 160 3.15 260
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EI
f5Etot~N11!2

N11

N
Etot~N!, ~1!

where Etot(N11) and Etot(N) are the total energy of the
system with and without a self-interstitial, respectively. F
V, non-SC pseudopotential calculations predict formation
ergies which are 5–10%~0.2–0.3 eV! larger than those ob
tained with the SC pseudopotential. However, the magnit
of the overestimate is the same for both the^111& and^110&
dumbbells, such that the non-SC pseudopotential can sti
used to distinguish between competing interstitial configu
tions. On the other hand, formation energies computed w
the non-SC pseudopotential for Mo are 20%~1.5–2.0 eV!
below those obtained with the SC pseudopotential and
magnitude of the overestimates are not the same. The l
differences between the formation energies obtained w
and without SC states are associated with the very sm
interatomic separations within dumbbells. This is consist
with the well-known fact that the bond length of the M
dimer is severely underestimated if the 4p semicore elec-
trons are not explicitly included in the calculation.19 In order
to obtain more accurate results while overcoming the co
putational limitation, we introduce an approach where the
pseudopotential is employed only for the interstitial ato
and its neighbors@e.g., all of the atoms shown in Figs. 1~a!
and 1~b!# and use the non-SC pseudopotential elsewh
With this mixed-potential method, the error in the formati
energy is now reduced to 5% while the relative differenc

FIG. 1. Schematic pictures of interstitials studied here:~a! ^111&
dumbbell,~b! ^110& dumbbell,~c! ^100& dumbbell,~d! crowdion,
~e! tetrahedral, and~f! octahedral.
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are in agreement with purely SC potential results to with
0.05 eV. In the following calculations, we use the non-S
pseudopotential and the mixed-potential method for V a
Mo, respectively.

Next, we test the convergence ofEI
f with respect to su-

percell size. We take a simple-cubic supercell and incre
the size uniformly in each direction. In Table II, the conve
gence ofEI

f is shown for thê 111& dumbbell in V. A super-
cell containing 250 atoms represents one of the largest
tems ever studied in transition metals withab initio methods.
It can be seen thatEI

f converges to within 0.05 eV when
43434 supercell with 129 atoms is used. Allowing the ce
to relax significantly lowersEI

f , resulting in an underesti
mate. This is because the actual strain around the inters
in the infinite lattice lies between zero and the relaxed-c
value in these relatively small systems. A lower bound on
cell-relaxation energy is obtained from the fixed cell calc
lations asEel5V0P2/2B, whereV0 andP are the supercel
volume and pressure, respectively. From Table II, we fi
thatEel can be used as a measure of the deviation ofEI

f~fixed
cell! from its converged value for a given supercell siz
Interestingly, the data reported in Table II converge with s
faster than in empirical potential studies9,20 where at least
twice more atoms need to be included for a similar level
convergence. This is likely a consequence of electro
screening effects that are not adequately modeled by em
cal potentials.

The convergence behavior ofEI
f is similar for the other

interstitial configurations in V. In the case of Mo, the err
from the convergence profile is about 0.1 eV for the 434
34 supercell, in agreement with the estimate obtained us

TABLE II. Convergence ofEI
f for ^111& dumbbell of V with

respect to the supercell size.EI
f~1! andEI

f~2! indicate the formation
energy for the fixed and relaxed cells, respectively.Nk is the num-
ber of k-points sampled in the first Brillouin zone. The energy a
pressure~P! are in eV and GPa, respectively. The pressure is
third of the trace of the stress tensor for the fixed cell.

Supercell Natom Nk EI
f~1! P Eel EI

f~2!

(2a0)3 16(11) 64 4.49 17.3 0.80 3.46
(3a0)3 54(11) 27 3.28 4.6 0.23 2.99
(4a0)3 128(11) 8 3.14 1.4 0.06 3.10
(5a0)3 250(11) 8 3.12 0.5 0.01 3.06
1-2
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Eel . Since the 53535 supercell is too large for routin
calculations,theEI

f results reported below are all obtaine
using the 43434 supercell at fixed volume, except a
noted.

Table III shows the full set ofEI
f for V and Mo. Either the

^111& dumbbell or the crowdion is the most stable config
ration in both metals. The small difference, less than 0.01
between thê111& dumbbell and the crowdion, is well below
the intrinsic accuracy of our density functional calculation
The difference between thê111& and ^110& dumbbells in
Mo is nearly twice as large as our estimated converge
error with a 43434 supercell. However, to insure that th
^111& dumbbell is the most stable interstitial configuration
Mo, additional calculations are performed using a 53535
supercell. In this case, the energy difference between
^111& and^110& dumbbells is 0.23 eV~rather than 0.17 eV!,
confirming that thê 111& dumbbell is the most stable inte
stitial in Mo.

The prediction that thê111& dumbbell is the most stabl
interstitial configuration is at variance with the widely a
cepted view that thê110&-dumbbell is the equilibrium inter-
stitial in bcc metals1,6–8,20. Previous calculations, howeve
were based upon embedded-atom-method~EAM! potentials
fitted to reproduce equilibrium bulk properties. For V, o
calculated formation energy~3.14 eV! is well below the val-
ues from previous EAM calculations~4.61–4.78 eV!.

The systematic discrepancy with EAM results arises fr
the fact that those formation energies are dominated by
short-range pair potential. The overestimation ofEI

f arises
because EAM parametrizations typically fit the isotropica
compressed equation of state.21 This fit is done by adjusting
the pairwise potential, but actually captures two effects,
pairwise ion-ion repulsion and the volume dependent kin
energy of the electrons. Thus the actual pairwise repulsio
overestimated; rising too steeply at small separations. Fo
interstitial, whose formation is accompanied by significan
shorter interatomic distances but by only a small reduction
volume, the EAM pairwise repulsion is too strong andEI

f is
consequently too high.

In order to understand the underlying physics determin
EI

f , we inspect atomic relaxations for each dumbbell. T
strain field surrounding the dumbbell closely resemble
uniaxial strain along the symmetry direction of the dumbb
This suggests that the modulus associated with the unia
strain in the direction of the dumbbell, M[ i jk ] , will be corre-
lated withEI

f . As shown in Table IV, the magnitudes of th
M[ i jk ] ’s are exactly in the same order as theEI

f for the ^ i jk &
dumbbells. It is somewhat surprising that M[111] is the small-
est modulus, in spite of the fact that the nearest-neigh
interatomic bonds point in this direction. This is possib

TABLE III. The formation energies of various interstitials in
3434 supercells with a fixed volume. Energies are in eV.

^111& ^110& ^100& Crowdion Tetrahedral Octahedra

V 3.14 3.48 3.57 3.15 3.69 3.62
Mo 7.34 7.51 8.77 7.34 8.20 8.86
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because the number of approaching neighbors is only t
compared to four and eight for^110& and ^100& dumbbells,
respectively. While this approach describes bcc V and Mo
predicts that thê 100& interstitial is most stable for Fe, in
disagreement withab initio results.9 It is interesting to note
that while the ratio of the Mo and V cohesive energies is 1
the ratio of theEI

f is 2.3 on average. This extraordinary di
ference violates the rule of thumb that defect formation
ergies scale as the cohesive energy. However, much of
formation energies of self-interstitial dumbbells is associa
with strain energy, hence the ratio of the M[111]’s should be a
better predictor. This is born out by the data in Table IV

To estimate the migration barrier of self-interstitials, w
investigate the diffusion of thê111& dumbbell to neighbor-
ing sites along the samê111& direction. We find that the
crowdion is the transition state along the diffusion path a
the diffusion barrier is simply the difference ofEI

f between
the^111& dumbbell and the crowdion. As shown in Table II
this energy is very small (;0.01 eV), which is consisten
with the anomalously high diffusivity of the self-interstitia
found in experiments on V even at very low temperature22

Even though the maximum atomic displacement required
reach the saddle configuration is not small (;0.2 Å), the
change in the actual bond lengths is minor, producing o
very small changes in the electronic density of states
energy. This extremely low activation energy for migratio
in the^111& direction suggests a picture in which the dyna
ics of self-interstitial diffusion should not be normal Brown
ian motion on the lattice but rather a Levy flight~although on

FIG. 2. The formation energy of the interstitials with orient
tions between@111# and @110# relative to that for thê 111& dumb-
bell. u50° and u5tan21(1/A2).35.3° correspond to the@110#
and @111# directions, respectively.

TABLE IV. Theoretical values for the modulus associated w
uniaxial strain, M[111]5(C1112C1214C44)/3, M[110]5(C11

1C12)/21C44, and M[100]5C11, where C11, C12, and C44 are elas-
tic constants of the simple cubic cell. Units are GPa.

M[111] M[110] M[100]

V 221 234 271
Mo 395 410 454
1-3
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the lattice!, where the interstitials move a random distan
along a particular̂111& direction followed by thermally ex-
cited crowdion reorientation to another^111& direction.

Self-interstitial diffusion in Mo has received more expe
mental attention than V. We find that the^111& dumbbell
migration energy in Mo is 0 to within the uncertainty of th
present calculations (60.05 eV), in agreement with exper
mental measurements~0.05 eV!.1 On the other hand, the
^111&-dumbbell orientation found here is apparently inco
sistent with the diffuse x-ray scattering experiment, wh
shows thê 110&-dumbbell configuration with the orthorhom
bic displacement field is in agreement with the data rat
than thê 111& dumbbell with the trigonal symmetry.1,23 The
origin of this discrepancy could be associated with the
proximate description of the exchange-correlation ene
within the GGA framework. To investigate this possibilit
we repeated the calculation of the^111& and ^110& dumb-
bells in Mo within the LDA framework. In this case, we fin
that the ^111& dumbbell is more stable than th
^110&-dumbbell by 0.15 eV, which is very close to the 0.1
eV value found using GGA~Table III!. This suggests that th
relative stability of these two interstitials is insensitive to t
form of the exchange-correlation energy used.
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It is also possible that the dumbbell orientation in Mo
neither^111& nor ^110&, but rather lies somewhere betwee
these. TheEI

f versus dumbbell orientation is shown in Fig.
for both V and Mo~the Mo results are obtained using an
3535 supercell!. While the ^111& dumbbell is clearly
stable in V, theEI

f versus dumbbell orientation curve in M
is extremely shallow near thê111& orientation. This implies
that a^111& dumbbell would thermally wobble with a larg
amplitude even at low temperatures. Such a thermal mo
will substantially perturb the trigonal symmetry in the lon
range displacement field of â111& dumbbell and produce a
diffraction pattern as shown in Ref. 23. The shallow ene
surface for Mo also suggests that even very small stre
within a sample would produce substantial canting of
dumbbell away from̂ 111& . Such a stable canted dumbbe
is also compatible with the diffuse x-ray results since it ha
lower symmetry than â111& dumbbell.23
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